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Fighting Fraud

This has been the largest fraud attack against the US, ever.
• Every single state has been
targeted; you are not alone
• This is an effort from a variety of
professional threat actors as
well as every day folks, both at
home and abroad
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Data breaches
and insider
attacks have
made KBV
ineffective
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Thousands of breaches over the years have exposed billions of
records.
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The dark web makes it easy for criminals to buy full identity
profiles for millions of people
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An insecure upfront process can lead to substantial inequities;
as criminals file a fraudulent claim using a victim's identity, they
effectively block the actual owner of the identity from access to
their own benefits at a future date
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Fraudsters
have their own
language on
the dark web
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Dumps:
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Fullz/Fulls: Slang for “full information,” typically refers to stolen financial data that

refers to the raw data from a credit card’s magnetic strip, typically
acquired as a result of physical credit card skimming or hacking a retailer’s internal
network. This “dump” data can be encoded onto a fake credit card, which hackers can
then use at physical store locations. More expensive to purchase than “CVV” (typically
$25-$50).

includes the full PII/information of the victim, including full name, address, credit
card info, SSN, birthday, and more. The more information, the more expensive the
“fullz” will be priced on the dark web. More expensive than Dumps(typically $75$100+).
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Pros: Short for “profile,” an alternative term to “Fullz”; often advertised/sold with
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Sauce:A term used as an alternative to “method” or “guide”
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TAPn/“Tap in”: Slang for “contact me”

driver’s licenses/driver’s license info/photos & pictures of the victim. (typically $75$100+)
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Advertisements on the dark web
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Increasingly sophisticated attacks using advanced cyber tactics
• Increase in web shells (cyber tools used by criminals to gain and maintain unauthorized
access to networks) to steal consumer credit card data, which leads to stealing more PII
• Exploiting cybersecurity flaws in vulnerable public-facing websites using tactics like
credential stuffing and web-debugging tools to steal customer’s non-public consumer PII
data
• The data stolen by these attackers includes consumers' name, date of birth, address
information, driver's license number, vehicle information, and more
• Seeing a sudden spike in claims? OpenBullet bot attack method is being sold by a threat
actor on the dark web (OpenBullet is a toolkit which can be used to create tailored cyber
attacks on specific industries and websites)
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We are defending against nation-state attacks

900% increase in dark web forums that mention “ID.me” since October 2020

We sustained five subsequent DDoS
attacks from Nigeria over three hours

Graph of DNS traffic with a 2.2 billion request
spike from Hong Kong in a single day
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Types of Fraud

Types of Fraud
we’re seeing
across our
network

1

Basic Identity Theft (18 - 20% of Claims): an attacker leverages stolen
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Social Engineering (7.5 - 10% of Claims): an attacker convinces a
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Face Matching (2 - 2.5% of Claims): an attacker holds up a picture, video,
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Prisoner Fraud (Unknown % of Claims): incarcerated individuals who

personal data to file a claim in the victim’s name.

victim they are verifying their identity for a job or to get prize money.

and, increasingly a computer generated 3-D printed mask of the victim’s face.

are ineligible to file claims do so anyway.

First-Party Fraud (Unknown % of Claims): an attacker convinces a
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6

mule -- an individual who knowingly aids the attacker -- to let the attacker file a
claim in the mule’s identity in exchange for a cut of the claims payment. The mule
then contacts law enforcement and pretends to be a victim of identity theft.

Synthetic Identity Theft (Unknown % Claims): an attacker creates a
fictional identity in credit records and uses the fake or synthetic identity to file a
claim for an identity that does not exist
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Social engineering attacks 7.5 – 10% of gross claims volume across
our state partners.

•

Industrial scale telemarketing style operation with specific scams
targeted at specific demographics (e.g. prize money scams to the
elderly, business scams to middle-aged business owners, and job
scams targeted against young people).

•

50%+ of total out of state applicants are fraud via this attack vector.

•

Organized crime is succeeding in manipulating victims about 20%
of the time.

•

Increasingly, these attacks are on Twitter/FB, with criminals posing
as agents from state workforce agencies with similar emails, etc

•

EDUCATE claimants to never share username and password!
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Advanced Fraud Techniques

User reached out to ID.me CEO about an advanced job description scam
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Fraudsters are even
wearing masks
to evade us
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Criminals are increasingly using computer generated 3-D masks to
attempt to commit identity theft but they have not been successful
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Identity Verification at NIST 800-63

ID.me provides a federally certified solution to unify secure login
NIST 800-63 Policies
800-63-2 LOA3
800-63-3 IAL2/AAL2

+
NIST 800-63-2 LOA3
NIST 800-63-3 IAL2/AAL2

Establish
uniqueness

Fraud & device
intelligence

Device & MNO
authentication

Financial records
validation

Specially
Designated
Individuals
(SDN) Screening

ID document
verification

Selfie
comparison

Genuine
presence &
liveness
detection

Risk & fraud
assessment
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ID.me - Fighting Fraud
25 states are currently
using ID.me for UI and PUA
unemployment verification

Blocked an estimated
895,974k fraudulent
claims through 1/31

Primary Fraud Vectors

Prevented over $17
billion in taxpayer loss
to fraudulent payments

900% Increase
in dark web traffic related
to ID.me since Oct-2020

Mitigating Controls

Social Engineering: legitimate owner of
identity (victim) unwittingly helps the
attacker perpetrate fraud

Bolster Messaging: ID.me notifies individuals at their
phone number of record that their identity was used
at an agency – similar to banks and credit cards

Secondary Phone: criminal uses breached
PII to register a phone in the victim’s name
with the telecom to defeat carrier verification

Device Verification: ID.me monitors for a single
device and/or IP tied to multiple verified accounts,
different phone numbers and/or SIMs

Fraudulent Documents: suspicious
documents uploaded appear to be clearly
fabricated, edited, or altered

Machine Learning Algorithms: ID.me monitors for
duplicate document images and numbers, and
leverages ML/AI to detect fabricated elements
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Dark web chatter validates the effectiveness of our controls
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Dark web chatter backs up analytics: massive increase in “no ID.me”
with liveness

Uzbek fraud ring targeted us using stolen TX licenses

Was supposed to be in
Miami…wearing a fur coat?!
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Feedback & Discussion

Thank You!
Mere Work
Sr. Account Executive
C: 703-712-3750
Mere.work@id.me

About ID.me
ID.me is the next-generation digital identity platform that enables trusted and
convenient interactions between individuals and organizations. ID.me
provides seamless online identity verification for government, financial
services, and healthcare to facilitate access to high value services online and
keep them safe from fraud. The platform brings together best-in-class identity
and fraud vendors into a comprehensive, easy-to-deploy solution for
partners. For more information, visit www.ID.me.

